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Summary

The present article presents the dedications occurring between 11th and 18th century in the area of Kielce provostry and Radom deanery – the units of church administration embraced by Kraków diocese and located in the south-eastern part of Poland. The article depicts a group of churches’ and selected altars’ invocations. Owing to this, it was possible to choose the oldest and the most popular cults in the indicated area. Such a ready list of invocations was also used to analyse particular churches’ and altars’ invocations. Among others, their durability was considered – whether a given dedication was disappearing or was just becoming less popular. Moreover, the so called complex dedications were examined. Besides, the cults, which were deeply rooted in the area of Kielce provostry and Radom deanery and considerably affected the stagnation in numerous sacral objects’ invocations, were taken into consideration.